
 
 

Peter Mulvey “Kitchen Radio” Signature Sounds Recordings 
 
The opening cut, “Road To Mallow,” is, quite simply, an observational road song, set on the highways 
and byways of Ireland. It’s a locale with which Mulvey is thoroughly familiar, since he tours the Emerald 
Isle almost annually. The events in the song actually take place at 2.00 A.M., that twilight driving shift 
that touring musicians have to endure, and Mulvey relates witnessing, on the Mallow road, at least “Six 
rabbits, two dogs, one cat, one cow, Saw something, could’ve been a fox, come to think of it now.”    
 
In late January through early February 2003, Mulvey accompanied by Kris Delmhorst and Jeffrey 
Foucault undertook the 2003 UK Chautauqua tour [#]. At the Leicester “Musician” gig I attended, Peter 
included the second “Kitchen Radio” cut “Shirt,” opened his set with “29 cent Head,” and also 
performed “You” as well as “Sad, Sad, Sad, Sad” which closes this album. “Shirt” is one of seven David 
Goodrich/Mulvey co-writes on the disc, and although not credited on the liner I’d swear that Kris 
Delmhorst is the backing vocalist. The words “kitchen radio” appear in this tribute to Mulvey’s much-
travelled and deeply-loved corduroy shirt, witness to a vast slice of [his] life. Shades of Mary Chapin 
Carpenter, huh? Of course, having commented that he’s now thirty-three, in the following line of the 
second verse, Peter inscrutably cross-references Christianity and Buddhism with “It’s time for the Cross 
or the Bodhi tree.”    
 
Like a handful of flash cards, “29 cent Head,” presets fleeting snapshots of life here in the 21st century – 
“Shops are full of nothing and the streets are full of fear.” The lyric is riddled with references to corruption 
in, politics – “Every election feels like the perfect crime,” religion – “Father’s got his hand on the alter 
boy’s knee,” multi-national corporations and the explosion of coast-to-coast look-alike strip malls – 
“Them shapes in the bed are the senator and the C.E.O.,” bad television, media talking heads and more. 
The target of this stinging lyric is the ordinary man in the street – “You just don’t get it and you’re vaguely 
proud of that.” The message being, it’s time to wake up and smell the roses. Founded upon a highly 
percussive acoustic guitar rhythm, midway through the cut there’s a thirty-second long electric guitar 
interlude.       
 
Slowing to a ballad pace, “Falling” relates a tale of lost love, while “Charlie” co-penned by Mulvey, 
Goodrich and Paul Cebar [of Paul Cebar and The Milwaukeeans fame] is a good-time sounding effort, 
though somewhat obtuse lyrically - for instance, the penultimate verse references Flann O'Brien's 1939 
book “At Swim-Two-Birds.” As much as Mulvey can nail a challenging lyric, like Richard Thompson, 
this Wisconsin bred writer appears to submit equal attention to the presentation of the melody on his 
recordings, hence the consistent use of percussive sounding acoustic and electric guitars. As for “Me & 
Albert,” that’s an example of aural percussion employing word repetition. “Denver, 6 A.M.” is to airport 
terminals and very early mornings, as “Road To Mallow” is to being at the steering-wheel in the dead of 
night. Like “29 cent Head,” “Denver 6 A.M.” is blessed by a wayward, almost jazzy electric guitar 
extemporisation partway through the cut. 
 
”Bloomington,” on the other hand, is a melodic and laid back David Goodrich penned instrumental 
performed on acoustic guitar, while “Rise” is a song of love, memory and loss that hinges upon the 
closing line of the second verse, “Your face, the fire, the flying glass.” The nature of “the light,” which 
Peter mentions twice, isn’t specified although an exploding bomb is undoubtedly his meaning. The 
aforementioned “You “ presents further fleeting snapshots of daily life that we may sometimes witness – 
for instance, “Woodsmoke moonlight old screen door” and “Lamplit window half-made bed” – those 
images, according to the narrator in the closing line of the three verses, are recollections of “You in my 



head.” The anthem like closing cut, ”Sad, Sad, Sad, Sad [And Far Away From Home],” [obviously] a 
song about being apart from the one you love, finds additional vocals supplied by Delmhorst and 
Foucault, while among many things the lyric name checks E.L. Doctorow's novel “Ragtime,” witnesses 
a fiddler playing on a Dublin street, offers the allusion that “a kiss is just a flower that a bee could return 
from,” praises foam topped windswept waves and more. Mulvey can, at times, be lyrically opaque, and 
on a personal level there’s occasions when I just don’t get it………...and I feel no pride in that loss.    
 
Note. 
[#] - The name Chautauqua was derived from a group of musicians and performers who called 
themselves The Circuit Chautauqua tour, and travelled the length and breadth of America in the early 
1900’s entertaining audiences. Of course, based on the success of their 2003 tour and the 
friendships/musical partnerships created in the UK, led, later in the year, to the trio recording the 
magnificent “Redbird” album, the subject of a feature in the Christmas Day 2003 issue of Folkwax. 
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